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Diabetic retinopathy (DR) is one of the most common 
causes of blindness in adults (1-3). The global prevalence 
of DR is estimated to be 34.6 % in all diabetics (4). Early 
stages of DR can be asymptomatic for many years. The 
detection of DR is important to reduce the progression 
of DR and preserve vision in the long term (2). In recent 
years, a number of procedures have evolved that use 
fundus photographs to make a diagnostic determination 
of DR (5,6). In this issue of Annals of Translational 
Medicine, Yang and colleagues present findings of a deep-
learning algorithm (artificial intelligence DR screening, 
AIDRScreening system) to detect DR from a prospective, 
multicenter clinical evaluation study (7). First, Yang’s 
results are compared with results from existing algorithms. 
Also, international experiences from deep learning-based 
screening of DR are addressed. Trends in the field are 
highlighted and the unique situation in China is discussed 
in the article.

The first deep learning method to be approved by the 
U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) was the IDx-
DR algorithm in 2018 (IDx Technologies Inc., Coralville, 
Iowa, USA) (8). Also, Google has developed an algorithm 
for DR detection: automated retinal disease assessment 
(ARDA) (9). 

All three algorithms (IDx-DR, ARDA and the novel 
AIDRScreening algorithm published in this issue of Annals of 
Translational Medicine) use convolutional-neural-networks 
as the main method for image classification. In all three 

approaches, the neural networks are used as an ensemble, 
meaning that several networks reach decisions together, or 
one network is applied for only a partial decision (7-10).

The AIDRScreening algorithm was trained with 73,849 
images. For comparison the training dataset from the 
ARDA algorithm had a volume of 128,175 images (7). 

The output of the AIDRScreening system is “detected 
referable DR” or “nondetected referable DR”. The referable 
DR represents a moderate or worse form of DR (7). As a 
screening tool, this output is sufficient because the results 
should be followed by an ophthalmologist to verify the 
diagnosis and (if necessary) treat the disease. 

Similar to the AIDRScreening system but with slightly 
more granularity, outputs of the IDx-DR algorithm 
differentiate between no, mild, moderate, and severe  
DR (8,11).

In terms of programming, neural networks generally 
are used to derive a probability for a diagnosis or score 
from an image representing a specific degree of disease 
severity. This continuous probability (or score) is then 
transformed into an output (e.g., “detected referable DR” or 
“nondetected referable DR”). Transforming the score into a 
binary output, however, involves a loss of information. The 
probability for a class or a severity score represents useful 
information for the physician. This can have an influence 
on clinical decision making. Besides, a continuous score is 
important for clinical evaluation and improvement of the 
algorithm itself. An ordinal scale is derived from an interval 
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and rational scale (12). The statistical analysis of an ordinal 
scale (diagnoses) is less informative and fewer statistical tests 
can be applied to it. Remedy would be the introduction 
of two analytical modes. A user-friendly one (with classes) 
and an extended analysis for experts (with continuous 
probabilities).

In this study, no image quality analysis was performed with 
the AIDRScreening system (V1.0). In the meantime, however, 
an extension of the system with image quality analysis has been 
introduced (AIDRScreening system V2.0) (7). This is also 
possible with the IDx-DR system (8,11). 

Yang et. all examined the results between three different 
study centers and the influence of three different camera 
systems (Zeiss Visucam FF450, Topcon TRC-50DX and 
Topcon NW-400). The algorithm was found to be robust to 
the different influences. This is necessary for the algorithm 
to be widely used. In the screening protocol, pupil dilating 
eye drops were applied to the patients for image assessment 
in two centers and in one center if the pupil diameter was 
below 4 mm (7).

In a German evaluation study, the IDx-DR algorithm was 
tested on 503 patients to investigate the screening suitability 
in non-mydriatic patients, i.e., without using pupil dilating 
eye drops. In eyes without pharmacological pupil dilation, 
it was significantly more difficult to obtain images that is 
subsequently analyzable. Only 59.1% of non-mydriatic 
images were of sufficient quality to yield a result from the 
IDx-DR algorithm (13). This example illustrates practical 
difficulties in applying AI algorithms to DR screening that 
are independent of the AI used—image acquisition is key to 
any valid diagnosis.

In comparison to other algorithms the AIDRScreening 
system could reach a comparable sensitivity of 86.72% 
(IDx-DR: 87.2%, ARDA algorithm: 87.0%) for referable 
DR and a higher specificity of 96.09% (IDx-DR: 90.7%, 
ARDA algorithm: 90.3%) (7-9). The specifications of the 
ARDA algorithm were selected for high specificity (9). 
Based on these results the AIDRScreening system can 
compete with Google’s ARDA and the IDx-DR algorithm. 
It would be necessary to test the different algorithms against 
each other in an independent study.

From a doctor’s view these algorithms remain a black-
box and the explanation of how the algorithm found 
its diagnoses would be helpful in terms of trust and 
interpretability. The field of “explainable AI” is dedicated to 
the better understanding of artificial intelligence algorithms. 
One approach is the marking and naming of recognized 
pathologies in fundus images. In a comparative comparison 

of five algorithms for the detection of DR, which can mark 
pathologies in fundus photographs, however, different 
areas were classified as significant illustrating the current 
limitations of such explainability approaches (5). 

In an ideal world, a deep learning system would provide 
physicians and patients not only with output variables 
(“treatment required” or “no treatment required”) but 
would also report the level of certainty (or uncertainty) of 
its decisions. Reporting uncertainty when communicating 
diagnoses is common practice between human physicians 
and patients  and it  would help to integrate such 
communication also in future AI tools. The AI system 
should be allowed a certain error variance if it also reports 
this uncertainty. The reported uncertainties can have several 
dimensions. Thus, the circumstances of the examination 
(image quality) or the uncertainty in the diagnosis (severity 
of the disease, differential diagnoses) could be described. In 
a clinical context, a physician would seek a second opinion 
from a colleague if uncertain. In the future, this colleague 
could be an AI system. 

Most of the DR screening algorithms today can only 
distinguish between DR and non-DR (6). Thus, all 
other diseases are always classified as DR or non-DR—
a true differential diagnosis is currently not possible. It is 
important to keep this in mind when examining AI screened 
patients as a physician.

As a further development, not only the diagnosis of 
DR will play a role, but also the prognosis of the disease. 
Thus, it may be possible to assess whether the disease will 
progress and a shorter time interval for follow-up should 
be scheduled. One paper from Arcadu et al. describes 
the application of multiple deep learning models, on the 
output of which a random forest was built to subsequently 
predict disease progression at 6, 12, and 24 month time  
intervals (14).

A smartphone-based screening would be a widely 
available and cost-effective DR screening method. The 
smartphone-based fundus cameras, however, have the 
problem that the field-of-view of the retina is smaller. In a 
study on synthetic data, the diagnostic power was reduced 
dramatically with a smaller retinal field-of-view (15).

It has been observed that the performance of deep learning 
algorithms for DR detection varies between different 
ethnicities and populations (16). Yang and colleagues 
discussed the need of a fully automated DR screening 
system specifically designed for Chinese patients (7). The 
prevalence of DR in China differs much depending on the 
region observed. In rural regions, the prevalence of patients 
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with type 2 diabetes is higher (29.1–43.1%) compared to 
urban regions (18.1%) (17,18). Vision-threatening DR in 
rural China is thus estimated to affect a very high number of  
1.3 million patients (17). In addition, there is an increasing 
inequality in the accessibility of doctors between rural and 
urban areas in China (19). This emphasizes the need for DR 
screening and disease management programs especially in 
rural areas of China (17). 

The  IDx-DR a lgor i thm was  inves t iga ted  as  a 
telemedical screening tool in primary health care in 
Germany. It demonstrated a 72% increase in referrals to 
ophthalmologists. At the same time, only 32% of those 
screened were found to be willing to pay for the service 
themselves (20). In addition, screening is only useful if 
there are enough ophthalmologists available to examine 
and treat patients referred to them based on (AI-based) 
screening programs. When used properly, however, an AI-
based screening tool can help reduce unnecessary medical 
examinations and focus availability of medical care to 
those patients who need it most. In their work, Yang and 
colleagues were able to present a functional algorithm that 
can detect DR in a population in order to initiate preventive 
actions. Proper implementation of Deep Learning-based 
DR screening in China will be a technical and logistical 
challenge but has the potential to preserve the vision of 
many people.
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